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though clockwerk may be dead the secret of his hideout is yet to be revealed!
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1 - interpol HQ

It was a frosty, cold, quiet night in paris,but the silence was broken by alarms a thief had just stolen
documents on the rough location of sly cooper
but the thief was caught. the young raccoon was brought into the interrigation room. That thief is me my
name is ....hmm....well people call me Junior i'm 13 years old i was trying to find sly cooper so i could get
avenge my parents.
Jeez Inspector Fox never kept her mouth shut. "aha!"i then thought to myself "some idiot had left the
window open" the document was right in front of me i reached for my smoke bomb, grabbed it, hit it of
the table, grabbed the document and ran for the window. I chuckled as i ran along the rooftops. i made it
to cover and opened up the document.



2 - the hideout

once i had gotten to cover i opened the document. the pages were old and worn off,must have been
buried somewhere in a filing cabinet in the police HQ. i ran across the rooftops and the sound of police
cars were dying down. i could see the hideout. there was a light so i did the best way to make an
entrance.........kicking the door in, but since there was too many cops around the area i just knocked on
the door. the door opened an there standing in the doorway was sly cooper."what do you want?"he
asked. i just walked in and started looking around and i noticed a picture of a kid with his dad."who is
this?"i asked."thats me and my dad"sly replied,"anyway who are you?"he said changing the subject.

"just call me junior"



3 - Proving a point

"So you want to join our gang"sly said "yes" i replied. "before you do that you must prove yourself." "
how do i do that "i asked. "you must complete a trial hiest,"Sly said with a grin on his face"but before
THAT introduce yourself and ell us about your skills and why you want to join."
As i stepped inside the hideout i saw many amazing things famous pictures on the wall, shelves with jars
and jars of money on the wall and gadgets and gismos all over the place as soon as i saw it i knew they
were master theives.
As i sat down at a small tabe sly then said "so who are you?"
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